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MEASUREMENT ASSURANCE FOR GAGE BLOCKS

M. Carroll Croarkin

and

John Beers and Clyde Tucker

With an Introduction by
J. M. Camerdn

Thi s monograph is intended for those who need to know on a continuing
basis the uncertainty of their gage block calibration procedure. 
general discussion of the philosophy of measurement assurance is givenfirst. Then three evel s of measurement assurance programs are
outlined showing how control over the measurement process can be
maintained and how the offset (or systematic error) from the unit of
length maintained by the National Bureau of Standards can be made
negl igible.

Key.Words: Calibration; gage blocks; length; measurement assurance;
measurement process control; systematic error; uncertainty

1. What is a Measurement Assurance Program?
(An Introduction by J. M. Cameron)

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Measurement assurance is the name gi ven to the procedures by whi ch one
ascertains that individual measurements are IIgood enough 

II for their
intended purpose. Our focus has to be on individual measurements
because a single measu.rement can be the basis for actions taken to
maintain our health, safety or the quality of our environment. It is
important that the errors of measurement be small enough so that the
actions taken are only negl igibly affected by these errors.. We
real ize this necessity on a personal basis when we consider medical
measurements, .or our exposure to radioactivity. In any government
regulatory action or measurement involved in legal actions it is also
obvious that the shadow of doubt surrounding the measurements should
be suitably small. But thi s is no 1 ess true for all other
measurements in science and industry, and even though legal action may



not be involved, the validity of scientific inference, the
effectiveness of process control, or the quality of production may
depend on adequate measurements.

The measurement assurance programs described in this monograph relate
specifically to measurement processes in which the length of a gag.
block is assigned relative to one or more reference standards.
Calibration of customer I S gage blocks by the National Bureau of
Standards is an example of such a process as are calibrations done by
other laboratories for the public or for production quality control
within their own organization. The objective of these measurement
assurance programs is to demonstrate on a continuing basi s that the
uncertainty of each measurement is suitably small relative to its end
use.

The term "good enough" needs to be given operational meaning and this
can only be done after one has a framework for describing the quality
of measurements. To do thi s we wi 11 need to know

the all owabl e 1 imits of measurement error
the reference base to which the measurements must be related
the properties of the measurement process (extent of random
variation, possible offset from the reference base)

. a means for assigning uncertainty to a measurement.

Allowable Limits of Measurement Error

How does one achieve the condition that the measurements are "good
enough" for their intended use? It would seem obvious that one has to
start with the need-- i . e., deciding upon what is "good enough" There
are a number of cases where the imits to be used ari se quite
naturally. For example, physiological restraints provide the
definition for the allowable error in exposure to cobalt radiation in
cancer treatment or in the amount of pollutant entering a lake. 
nuclear materials control the allowable error is a function of the
amount of material which would pose a hazard if diverted
industrial production or commercial transactions, the error limit is
determi ned by a balance between the cost of better measurement and the
possible economic loss from poorer measurement.

In gage block cal ibration, the limits are often given by an announced
accuracy" claim or result from an hierarchal approach in which
smaller accuracies are required of "higher level II laboratories.
Ideally the limits would be based on actual need in production or
qual ity control.

By whatever path such requirements are arrived at, let us begin with
the assumption that the allowable error should not be outside the
interval (-a, +b) relative to the quantity being measured. Our



problem is one of deciding whether the uncertainty ofa single
measurement is wholly contained in an interval of that size.

2 Referenc.e Base to Which Measurements Must Be Related

-- 

It is instructive to contemplate what might happen if a measurement
were to become an important element in a legal controversy.. Two
essential features should arise. First, that the contending parties
would have to agree on what (actually realizable) measurement would be
mutually acceptable. The logic of this seems unassailable~~if one
cannot state what measurement system woul d be accepted as IIcorrect, 
then one would have no defensible way of. .developing specifications or
regulations involving such measurements. Second, the uncertainty to
be attached to the measurement would be establ i shed by a form of
cross~examination li by which one would determine the II shadow of doubtll
relative to this acceptable value.

The consensus or generally accepted value can be given a particularly
simple meaning in dealing with measurements of such quantities as
length, mass, voltage, resistance, temperature, etc. One may require
that uncertainties be expressed relative to the standards as
maintained by a local laboratory or, when appropriate, to the national
standards as maintained by NBS.. In other cases, nationally accepted
artifacts, standard reference materials or in some cases a particular
measurement process may constitute a reference base. One basic
qual ity of all these examples should not be overlooked--all are
operationally real izable. The confusion engendered by introducing the
term II true value ll as the ,

correct but unknowable value is thus avoided.

The Measurement Process

1.2. Properti es of Measurement Processes

In discussing uncertainty, we must account for two characteristics of
measurement processes. First, repeated measurements of the same
quantity by the same measurement process will disagree and, second,
the imiting means of measurements by two different processes will
disagree. These facts lead to a perspective from which to view
measurement, namely that the measurement be regarded as the lIoutputliof a process analogous to .an industrial production process. 
defining the process, one must state the conditions under which a
repetition li of the 

measurement would be made, analogous to defining
the conditions of manufacture in an industrial process.

The need for this specification of the process becomes clear if one
envisions the IIcross~examination li process. 

One would begin with such
questions as

Within what limits would an additional measurement by
the same instrument agree?



Would the agr.eement be poorer if the time interval
between repetitions were increased?

If two or more types (or manufacturers) of comparators were used,
how much disagreement would be expected?

To these ~an be added questions related to the conduct of the
measurement.

What about environmental conditions-- temperature,
moisture, etc.

Is the result dependent on the procedure used?

Do different operators show persi stent differences
in values?

Are there instrumental biases or differences due to
reference standards or cal ibrations?

The questions force one to define the measurement process--the process
whose lIoutputll we seek to characterize. Once the measurement method
is agreed upon and set into operation, one then has the problem of
sampl ing the output of the measuring process so as to be able to make
statements about the health of the process relative to the needs. The
needed redundancy can sometimes be achieved by remeasuring some of the
items, or by measuring a reference artifact periodically. It is
essential that the repetitions be done under the same diversity of
conditions as the regular measurements, and that the items being
measured be typical of the regular workload.

1 . The Mea surement Method

The current understanding of a scientific or industrial process or of
a measurement process is embodied in a physical model which explains
the interactions of various factors, corrections for environmental or
other effects, and the probabil ity models necessary to account for the
fact that repetitions of the same event give rise to nonidentical
answers.

One thus begins with the specification of a measurement method--the
detailed description of apparatus, procedures and conditions by which
one will measure some quantity. Once the apparatus is assembled and
checked out, a measurement process exists whose output can be studied
to see if it conforms to the requirement for which it was created.

1.2. Random Variation

One is accustomed to random va.riation as it occurs in industrial
production in an attempt to produce identical items. In measurement,



each item to be measured is different and unless some redundancy is
built in there will be no repetitions from which to disentangle the
random err.or from differences between items.

A number of methods can be used to achieve the needed redundancy.

Some measurements on test items could be repeated after a
few minutes.
Some measurements on test items could be repeated after one
or more days.

. A reference object could be remeasured periodically.

. A check standard could be rneasOred in parallel with the test
item.

The crucial step in assessing the effe.cts of random error is defining
the set of repetitions over which the measurement is to apply. In the
context of legal proceedings, one arrives at the degree of credibility
of evidence by questions designed to find out how far the statement
could be in error. In measurement, the uncertainty is arrived at by
determining the amount of disagreement expected in the set of
repetitions that would be appropriate for the intended use of the
measurement. If repetitions are always done within a few minutes of
each other, one wou1 d expect much better agreement than if they were
run days or weeks apart. The short term variability is appropriate
for process control purposes, but the uncertainty attached to the
value for a test item must allow the day-to-day variation to be
responsive to such questions as "Within what limits would one expect
the value to lie if the item were re-submitted at a later date?"

The Concept of Measurement Repetition

Every measu.rement has a set of conditions in which it is presumed to
be valid.. At a very minimum, it is the set of repeated measurements
with the same instrument-operator-procedure configuration. (This is
the type of repetition expected in some process control operations.
If the measurement is to b~ interchangeable with one made at another
location, the repetition would involve different instrument-operator-
procedure-envi ronment confi gurati ons. (Thi s type of repetiti on occurs
in producing items to satisfy a specification and in manufacturing
generally. ) In gage block cali bration, the " repetition " involves at
least the level of variability which would be encountered if the value
were determined at intervals of one week or longer. 
To evaluate a measurement process some redundancy needs to be built
into the system to determi ne the process parameters. Thi s redundancy
should be representative of the set of repetitions to which the
uncertainty statement is to apply. In the NBS gage block measurement
program, a check standard is measured along with the unknowns
submitted for calibration. One thus generates a sequence of
measurements of the same object covering an extended time period.



From these resul ts one can answerquesti ons about the agreement
expected in a recalibration and the operating characteristics of the
measurement process. In this simpl e case the check standard is
treated exactly the same way as the unknowns so that the properties of
the process rel ated to it are transferrable to the unknown.

~uildin~ Redundancy Into the System

The. essential characteristic needed to establish the validity of
measurement is predictability of the process, i. e., that the
variability remains at the same level and that the process is not
drifting or shifting abruptly from its established values. Theevidence of predictabi ity must come from redundant measurement of
control" or reference blocks of known value which have properties
similar to those of the regular workload in order to verify this
cond iti on.

In measuring an "unknown " one gets .a single value, but one still isfaced with the need to make a statement that .a 11 ows for the
anticipated scatter of the results. If we had a sufficiently long
record of measurements, we could predict the limits within which we
were fairly certain that the next measurement would lie. Such a
statement should be based on a collection of independent
determinations, each one similar in character to the new observation,
that is to say, so that each observation of the collection and also
the new observation can be considered as random drawings from the same
probability distribution. These conditions will be satisfied if the
collection of points is from a sufficiently broad set Qf environmental
and operating conditions to allow all the random effects to which the
process is subject to have a chance to exert their influence on the
variability. Suitable data collections can be obtained by
incorporating an appropriate reference measurement into routine
measurement procedures, provided such measurements are representative
of the same variability to which the "unknown " is subject. The
statistical procedures for expressing the results will depend on the
structure of the data but they cannot overcome deficiencies in the
representativeness of the values used.

Results from the control item provide the basis for determining the
parameters of the measurement process and verifying that the
properties are transferable to measurements on test items. One is
saying, in effect, if we could have measured the " unknown " again and
again, a sequence of values such as those for the control item would
have been obtained. Whether our single value is above or below the
mean we cannot say, but we are fairly certain it would not differ by
more than the bounds to the scatter of the values on the control item.

The bound +R, to be used for the possible effect of random errors may
be as simpTe as +3 standard deviations or may involve the combination
of many componen of variance. Once the set of repetitions over



which one I s 
conclusions must apply is defined, the structure of the

random error bound can be determi ned.

The question of how much redundancy is enough is diffi.cult to answer.
The observer could measure a "control" block after each 10 test
blocks, he could measure every block against two standards or he could
do .an "experiment" (as NBS does) in which both a control is measured
and a check on process variability is also made. Each of these
approaches have computable operating characteristics relative to
various forms which lack of process control could take--all give a
high degree of protection against large. changes in comparator scaling
whereas a single "bad" value (e. g., due to a burr) on a test block
would go unnoticed. If one knew which departures from ideal
conditions were most likely to occur, he could design a procedure to
protect against such occurrances.

Possi bl e Offset of the Process

Once one has established that his measurement process is " in control 
from the point of view of random variation, there remains the question
of the possible offset of the process relative to other processes. 
is not helpful to speak of the offset from a " true value" which exists
only in the mathematical or physical model of the process.
Considering measurement in the context of legal proceedings helps
clear away some of the classical confusion about errors of
measurement. In a legal or regulatory setting, one is forced to state
what would be accepted as a correct answer such as one whi.ch agrees in
a comparison (by a prescribed process) with national standards or with
results from a designated aboratory or consensus of many
abora tori es.

The idea of defining uncertainty as the extent to which a measurement
is in doubt relative to a standard or process defined as correct finds
expression in the recent Nuclear Regulatory Commission statement (14):

70. 57(a) "Traceabil ity" means the abil ity to relate
-tYl.cU.v-tduai. me.a..6uJl.eme.n.:t ILUu.U..6 to na t i ona 1 standards or
nationally accepted measurement systems ... (italics added)

In gage block measurement, the use of standards whose uncertainty is
given relative to the length standards maintained by NBS eliminates
the cons i derab 1 e effo.rt requi red to document the uncertai nty of
measurements using interferometry alone. One still is confronted with
the problem of setting bounds to the possible offset due to factors
such as:

Errors in the starting standards

Departures from sought-after instrumentation (e.

g.,

geometrical discrepancies)



Errors in procedures, environment, etc.

and other effects which are persistent. From properly designed
experiments one can ar.rive ata imit to the possible extent of errors
from these sources in answer to the question, " lf the process were set
up ab .i.vU.-Uo, how large a difference in the limiting means of the two
processes would be reasonable?" 

A bound to the poss ibl e offset from many of the important factors can
be determined as part of a regular measurement process by running some
of the controls under d i fferent condi i ons, opera tors, instruments and
analyzing the results to see if significant diffe.rences appear.

From these measurements, one wi 11 have a set of bounds El, E2, E3, 

...

to the possible offset (systematic error) from the various factors.
The question as to how to combine these into a single bound to the
possible offset depends on knowledge of the joint effects of two or
more factors and on the physical model assumed for the process. For
example, if the bounds El and E2 arise from independent random error
bounds, then i t would be appropriate to combine them in quadrature,

e., lET + E ' An error in the model (e. g., assumed linearity even
when nonlinearity exists) would act as an additive error. The
properties of proposed combination rules can be evaluated and a
selectlon made of the most appropriate. The result will be an overall
value, E, for the possible offset for the limiting mean ' of the process
from that of the nationally accepted process.

Uncerta inty

What can one say about the uncertainty of a measurement made by a
process that may be offset from the nationally accepted process by
some amount +E, and is subject to random errors bounded by +R? How
should these values be combined? To begin with, one could raise the
question, " lf the random error could be made negligible, what
uncertainty would one attach to a value from the process?" Clearly
the answer is +E. The next question, " lf, in addition, a random error
of size R is p sible, what do we now say about the uncertainty?" The
answer seems obvious--E and R are added to give an uncertainty of +(E+ RJ. 
But what if E were itself the result of only random errors? The
answer depends on what one ca lls a repetition. By the way E i s
defi ned, i t i s the bound for the systema ti c offset of the process and
although it may be arrived .at from consideration of random errors, the
factor involved keeps the same (unknown) value throughout. Our
ignorance does not make it a random variable in our process.

The uncertainty of a measurement--the width of its u shadow of doubt"
ina legal proceedi ng--must therefore be the sum of the random error
and systematic error limits.



1 . Me~surement Pracess Cantra 

The essential requirement far the validity af the uncertainty
statement is that the pracess remain in a state af statistical
cantral. Once an aut-af-cantral canditian accurs, ane has last
predictability and the previaus uncertainty statements are no. langer
val id. * The fallawing sectians af this managraph present techniques
far monitaring the gage black measurement pracesses to. assure that the
pracess parameters have nat changed. But ane has to. verify mare than
just thase parameters related to. randam variatians and passible affset
fram natianal values. One needs to. bu.ild in tests af the adequacy af
the physical madel by a variety af tests an the pracess (e. g., by
repeating measurements under differentcanditians to. verify the
adequacy af the carrectians far such changes) as well as periadic
redeterminatian af the baunds far systematic errar. One thus tests
that the assumed madel is sti 11 acceptabl e and that the parameters
assigned to. that madel have nat changed.

When measurement requirements are stated in terms af system needs
(number af carrectly matching parts, number af carrectly measured
dasimeters, etc. ), ane can measure success af the measurement effart
in terms af claseness to. meeting thase gaals. Measurement efficiency
is thus judged in terms af the autput af the arganizatian rather than
by caunting the number af significant digits. Also., ane needs this
measure .of perfarmance af the measurement effart to. be able to.
identify thase areas which need impravement. In gage black
calibratian, ane ardinarily daes nat see the use to. which the blacks
are subjected and has anly the requested uncertainty as a gaal.

All measurements have same farm af measurement assurance pragram
assaciated with them althaugh, as with quality cantral, we usually
reserve the term far a fo.rmal pragram. In a farmal pragram ane treats
the whale pracess--beginning with a study af the need, the develapment
af a measuring pracess and a pracedure far determining and manitaring
its perfarmance, and an evaluatian af the effectiveness af the whale
effart. A cri teri an af success is needed to. determi ne whether mare
effart shauld be put into. ane I s current measurement activity ar
whether perhaps same alternative wauld cantributemare to. the averall
pragram. An apprapri ate cri teri an is nat necessari ly pravi ded by the
sma 11 ness af the uncerta i nty far a measurement.

*The practice af using the values af the statistical parameters fram a
single set af data in an uncertainty statement (e. g., canfidence
ntervaTSbased an the Student-t distributian) is nat defendable

un 1 ess there is a reasanab 1 e amaunt af ev i dence that the abserved
values can be regarded as randam variables fram the assumed stable
prabability distributian. The apparent exactness af these methads
tends to. abscure the fact that their validity is critically dependent
an the need far randamness an9 independence af the measurements,
qualities nat easily demanstrated far a single isalated set af
measurements.



2. Who Should Participate in an NBS-Sponsored Gage Block Measurement
Assurance Program?

Measurement assurance allows participating laboratories who maintain a
continuous and documented check on their cal ibration process to relate
their proccess to the national unit of length maintained by NBS.

Laboratories whowiH benefit from this NBS service fan into two
groups:

(1) Industrial laboratories who mu~.t. prove the dimensional precision
of their manufacturing process and its relationship to the length
unit

(2) Laboratories who perform cal ibrations for customers and who are
asked to prove that they provide an acceptable level of
ca 1 i bra t i on accuracy.

It is possible that, where calibrations for customers are provided,
two calibration levels could be offered; one employing the widely
used II size checkll (usually a single comparison which is adequate for
many purposes) and the other employing the more involved procedures
described in this monograph with documented uncertainty statements.

Many laboratories do not need direct intercomparison with NBS as part
of their measurement assurance program either because their accuracy
requirements are not stringent or because only lI in-house ll consistency
is required. Instead, a modest program of intercomparisons involving
their reference set and a working set will give evidence of control.

. See section 3. 2 for a method of accomplishing this goal.

In making a decision about participating in the NBS program, the
potential benefits should be weighed against the investment of time
and effort necessary to make it effective.



3. Procedures for Gage Block Measurement Assurance
3. 1 Genera 1

Choosing an Appropriate Program

Three different levels (options) of measurement assurance are
described in the following sections. All three provide a format for
the calibration of gage blocks and I contro1s " to assure the continued
validity of uncertainty statements.

Briefly the three options are as folloWs. Option 1 (Section 3.
describes the simplest technique in which a single measurement is made
on each block, and an occasional control block is introduced into the
calibration process. Option 2 (Section 3. 3) describes a procedure in
which duplicate measurements are made on each block by comparing each
block to two standard blocks. Option 3 (Section 3. 4) describes a
program for calibrating two test blocks against two standard blocks by
a drift eliminating design. The three options contain many common
elements, and the sections are written to be self-complete.

The choi ce of a program for a parti cu1 ar 1 aboratory depends on a
number of factors including (1) the availability of gage block sets,
equipment, and trained personnel; (2) the availability of time to
spend on the program, and (3) the accuracy requirements for the
calibrations. Options 1, 2, and 3 require progressively greater
investments of time and effort, and generally yield progressively
better process control. It may be advantageous to start with option 
and upgrade to option 2 or 3 if necessitated by inadequate results.
It is important in selecting the appropriate level to keep in mind
that the program must become a regular part of the calibration
procedure.

3. 1 . Methodology

The basic method is to incorporate the measurements of the "contro1 s 
into the regular working routine of the laboratory on a continuing
basis so that the properties of the measurement process which are
ascribable to this set of blocks can be attributed to the entire
ca 1 i bra t i on procedure.

Included in each option are procedures for (1) establishing process

~~~:~i~~r~;o~;~s ~~;~~:t
~~~:t~~~ n

~ 4 ro m:~~~~in
~~~c~~: ~~~t~~ 1 fh~3)

process to national standards. A worksheet is provided for each of
the foregoing procedures showing the necessary calculations .and
statistical tests.

Instead of a detailed explanation of the methods of process control,
the worksheets are intended to guide the user through the various



procedures. Sample data and calculations are given in such a way that
one can follow the example through the four steps outlined above that
are the essence of a measurement assurance program.

Statistical Surveillance

Continuous monitoring of the process is necessary to insure that
predictions based on the accepted values of the process parameters are
valid and that the process remains in a state of control. Statistical
survei 11 ance is mai nta i ned on the accepted v.a 1 ues for the contro sand
the associated random error components by the following means. After
each calibration run, the observed y lue of the control block(s) is

checked against its accepted value by comparing a test statistic, "
to the critical value 3.0. This test corresponds to the . 003
probabil ity level for a normal distribution; i. e. , assuming the
observations come from a normal distribution with known variance. For
observations from a normal distribution with unknown variance, the
test statistic is distributed as Student' s t. Similarly the random
error components are checked against their accepted values using a
test statistic based on the F distribution. Critical values of F

which correspond to the . 01 erobability level are given in Table I
(page 63). See reference (9J for a di scussion of the appl ications of
the t and F distributions in metrology.

If the criteria for both of these tests are satisfied, the process is
regarded as being in control and the calibrated values for the unknown
blocks and associated uncertainties are accepted as valid. Otherwise,
some remedial action is indicated. Usually the calibration is
repeated before more extensive steps are taken, but thi s is di scussed

in the appropriate sections.

Special Procedures for Interferometry and Long Gage Blocks
(Over 4 Inches)

Procedures described in this monograph apply primarily to calibrations
done with conventional electro-mechanical gage block comparators.
Fringe counting interferometric gage block comparators are a special
case because they can be used either as comparators in conjunction
with standard blocks or they can be used to measure test blocks
directly without reference to standard blocks. When one of these

instruments is used as a comparator, all procedures in the body of
thi s monograph apply. This i s true even where only a few standard
blocks are used to cover the full size range and the length
differences between standard and test blocks are consequently large.
When fringe counting interferometry is used to measure test blocks
directly, procedures are somewhat different as described in Appendix
B. The Appendix B procedures are also valid for static interferometry
where test blocks are wrung to optical flats and measured in a Kosters
type or a Fizeau type gage block interferometer.



The pracedures .outlined are intended far use primarily an shart blacks
(blacks up ta 4 inches). The suggestians far measurement pracedures,
handl ing techniques andenviranmental cantrals which are cavered in
Sectian 4 deal with bath shart and lang blacks. Hawever, because lang
blacks are sametimes subject to rapid secul ar changes, the stati stica 
analyses may have ta be madified ta allaw far this canditian.. See
reference (10) far a discussian .of analysis .of lang black data.

One Set .of Standards Single Measurements an Unknawns , One
Set o:rCant

The Measurement Pracess

In the simplest and perhaps mast camman pracedure far gage black
calibratian the value far an unknawn is assigned by measuring the
difference in length between a standard black and the unknawn using a
camparatar (which may be either a mechanical camparatar .or a fringe
caunting interferametric camparator). In same processes dupl icate
measurements are made as a check an grass errors. Unl ess the secondset .of measurements are separated far enaugh in time ta be
statistically independent, the differences shauld nat be used in
setting baunds far the pracess randam errar.

The randam errarsassaciated with the pracess are .of twa kinds; thase
arising fram repetitians in the shart term (a few minutes) and thase
invalving lang term differences (day-ta-day, week- ta-week, etc. ) The
randam err.ar apprapriate far the calibratian pracess is that
associated with the repeated measurement .of a cantral blac.k aver a
sufficiently lang time periad ta insure that all factars affecting
variability have a chance ta exert their influence. 
Because .of temperature effects, the amaunt .of variatian in the
measurement pracess is usually length dependent. Far this reasan and
far canvenience .of warking graup size, the usual set .of blacks (80 .or
sa blacks in the 0. 050 ta 4 in. range) shauld be treated asa number
.of subsets .of up ta 20 blacks each. At NBS the sixgraups isted
be law are used:

Graup

III

Nami na 1 Length
(Inches)

050 ta 0. 09375
100 ta 0. 107
108 ta O. 126
127 ta 0. 146
147' ta 0. 500
550 ta 4. 000

Appraximate
Na. .of Blacks

Redundancy is intraduced inta the system by repeatedly including the
cantral black in the measurement pracedure. The cantral blacks shaul 



be treated exactly as test blocks measuring them in proper si ze
sequence along with the test set. The control set should be made up
of at least one block from each group with more blocks of the larger
sizes. A suggested set of control blocks is:

III

Nomi na 1 Si ze

(Inchest

O. 125
O. 140

25, 0.
7.5, 1. 0, 2. 0, 4.

No. of
Contro 1 81 ocks

Group

One would expect the same variability for all control blocks in a
group so that the standard deviations* computed for each of the
control blocks in a group could be combined into one overall standard
deviation for the group. If sl' . . sk are the standard deviations
for the k blocks in a group with degrees of freedom "1, 

. . "

respectively, then

s . d . (group) =
1 s1 

+ ... + "

1 + ... + "

Establishing Process Parameters

To determine initial accepted values** for the controls and for the
random error component, all the blocks in the control set should be
measured by the usual process, say 6 times, with a few days between
repeti ti ons.

*The stan ard deviation of a single observation is given by

s= where

the ri is the difference between each observation and the average of n
observations. The quantity n- l is called the degrees of freedom
associated with s.

**The term "value" for a gage block means the deviation from nominal
size (measured length minus nominal length) at 200 C.



From that initial data, an average and a standard deviation should be
computed for each control block. The accepted va 1 ues for the control
and for the random error component wi 11 be the average va 1 ue for the
block and the standard deviation for the group as indicated above.
These will be the starting accepted values for the process. A portion
of a typical worksheet showing starting values for two blocks in a
control set is given in Figure 1. Examples given in the following
sections are based on these two blocks and their parameters. 

All data
in the examples is hypothetical and is intended only to explain the
methodo logy.

Maintaining Process Control

After the process parameters have been establ i shed, control 
maintained by checking the control value after each calibration run
aga i nst the accepted control va ue.

A sample worksheet (see Figure 2) details how this is done and shows
the appropriate statistical test for determining whether or not the
process is in control.

Updating Process Parameters

As information collects on the regularly used control blocks, the
accepted values for these blocks should be updated. 

If either of theprocess parameters has changed fr.om its starting value as indic.ated by
the t-test or F-test, a new process parameter must be computed based
only on the current data. Otherwise the process will be considered to
be continuous, and the data will be combined. A sample worksheet
showing how this is done is given in Figure 3.

The frequency of updating will depend on the workload but should be
done initially after 5 or 10 values and then at intervals dictated by
convenience (e.g., every 6 months or a year).

Relationship to National Standards

It is important to know if a process produces values which are
consiste.nt with the national standards as maintained by NBS. A
convenient method for testing the whole system is afforded by using
two calibrated sets loaned to the laboratory by NBS. 

If each of these
sets is measured as a test set in the calibration procedure, one will
have the independent check needed to test for consistency with NBS.
The da ta s hou 1 d be ta ken by the regu 1 a r cal i bra t ion proces s . Twocomplete cal ibrations should be done a day or two apart.

Laboratories with the capability of writing their own documented test
report based on their measurements of the NBS sets are encouraged to
do so. In this case NBS will provide the two calibrated set~ of
blocks, their current assigned values and associated uncertainties.



The table in Figure 4 summarizes the analysis of the data and shows
whether or not there is a significant offset from the NBS process.
the offset is significant, the values for the laboratory reference
standards and their associated uncertainties should be corrected as
shown in the suggested "Report of Testll form in Figure 5. In effect
thi s is a method for each 1 aborato.ry to cali brate its own standards.

Uncerta inty

The uncertainty, +U, associated with any test block calibrated by this
process, assuming the process is ~ontrol, is given by

U = E + 3s

where E is the assigned uncertainty of the standard block, and sG is
the accepted group standard deviation for that block size (see F1gure4). Thi s assumes that the standard blocks have documented
uncertainties e. g., if they were calibrated at NBS (For
convenience one may use the maximum uncertainty found in the group so
as to report a single uncertainty v.alue for the whole group.

Summary

In sections 3. 3 and 3. 5 tests are described which determine if the
process is in control. The actions which can be taken when one of
these tests indicates an out..of..control condition are described in
section 4.6. In the absence ofa specific format for out..of..control
conditions, it should be noted that .once predictability is lost, no
statements should be made about the condition of the process. Until
the process parameters have been re..established or some satisfactory
corrective action has been taken, any uncertainty statements which are
issued should be designated as provisional.



FIGURE l--WORKSHEET 3.

PROCESS PARAMETERS: ACCEPTED VALUES OF CONTROLS
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Nominal Average Value No. Standard Group*
Size Control Repetitions Deviation Standard Deviation

( i nches

10000 16. 1.34

150 16. 6- . 1.75

Group II

Group V

L:s~
::: i=l 1I-r- k = no. of control blocks in the group (in this case k = 1).

The degrees of freedom associated with s
G arek(n-1).



FI GURE 2--WORKSHEET 3.

OBSERVED VALUE OF CONTROL COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUE OF CONTROL

Va 1 ues in Microinches at 20

Nomi na 1 Comparator Value Va 1 ue

Size Ident. Readi ngs Diff. of Std. Block

Inches
Test Standard V+d

Group O. 10000 Test 19. 17. 5** 17. 20.

10000 Contl"o 1 17. 16. 5** 17. 18.

10010 Test 13. 10. 11.0 14.

0 . 10020 Test 18. 17. 1.8 16. 18.

Group 147 Test 20. 18. 1. 5 18. 19.

148 Test 19. 17. 1. 7 18. 19.

150 Test 19. 18. 9** 17. 17.

150 Control 20. 19. 6** 17. 18. 6'-

200 Test 20. 18. 1. 7 19. 21.2

*If t .:: 3, process is out of control for that group. Repeat entire group.
**Use average of S

Test and SControl' i. e., d = X - 1/2 (S
Test + SControl

Values of V and E are assigned values (e.g., from NBS calibration). All other
values are from participant' s process.



FIGURE 2--continued

Accepted Val ue Accepted Uncertainty Limit Uncertainty of
of Control Group S. D. Test* of Std. Random Error Test Block

I L- c I /s E + R

1.8
16. 1. 34 1.0

1.8
1.8

/.'116. 1. 75



FIGURE 3~~WORKSHEET 3.

ACCEPTED VALUES OF PROCESS PARAMETERS COMPARED TO NEW VALUES FOR PROCESS PARAMETERS,
k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Starting Values New Values

Nomi na 1
Size Control Number Group S. D. Control Number Group S.

(Inches)

Group 0. 10000

k=l Combined

16. 15..

1.34

~up O. 150 16.
k=l Combined 1.

*If t ~ 3, the new val ue L~ shoul d repl ace Lc for the control; otherwi 
se, use the

combined value i.

**If F ~ F Ol for Yl and Y2 degrees of freedom, the new value of sG should replace

G as the group standard deviation; otherwise, use the combined standard deviation.
The criti cal val ue, F . 01' can . be found in Table I where Yl = k (n l) and

Y2 = k(n l).

18.
1.59



FIGURE 3--continued

Test*

Combi oed
Value

Control Test** Combined S.
Degrees
of Freedom

I L L~I

1/n
l Lc +n s '2./S 

. . (n l )sa+(n 1 )sr.2.

l +n
k(n

15.

17.

1.64



FIGURE 4--WORKSHEET 3.

VALUES OF NBS BLOCKS FROM LABORATORY PROCESS COMPARED TO VALUES
ASS I GNED AT NBS, k BLOCKS I N A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 D

Nomi na 1 Ca 1 i brated Accepted
Size Assigned Values Val ues Di fferences Group S.

(Inches) NBS NBS NBS NBS

A",erage
Va 1 ues

Group 10000 51. 5 50. 53. 51. 82 1. 58 1.52
k=3 1001 55. 56. 51. 42 52.

O. 1002 52. 51.4 50. 48.

Combi ned 1. 91

Group 150 52. 52. 52. 52.
k=2

160 54. 62. 51. 82 59.

Combined 1.64

*If t ~ 3, process is out of control and a new value for the laboratory reference block

should be determined if the standard deviation is in control.

**If F ~ F
Ol for k and y degrees of freedom, process is out of control. The critical

value, F
Ol' can be found in Table I where Yl = k and Y2 = y.



FIGURE 4--cont;nued

Observed Combi ned
Test* Di fference Group S. D. Test** Group

I d 1 /s

J~ 

/s +kSN y+k

1 =1 y+k

1.6

1..

1.56



FIGURE 5

REPORT OF TEST

Length Cal ibrations From 
Us i ng-

NBS Gage Block Sets and

Inches

PARTICIPATING LABORATORY

Oupl i cate measurements made by the parti ci pati ng. laboratory on NBS Gage Block Setsand made by calibl"ating each NBS set against a standard set during a regu
calibration procedure gave the following results at 20 DC (values are in microinches):

A. Standard Oevi ati ons

Group
Accepted SO From Test Test Combi ned SO

III

Conclusions from the F-test:

(a) If F ~ F
Ol for Al and A2 degrees of freedom, the process is in control, and the

standard deviation used in the uncertainty statement is s

(b) If F ~ F
Ol for Al and A2 degrees of freedom, the process is out of control, and the

uncertainty statement is omitted.

NOTE: Standard deviations sG' s N ftnd Sc ~re found in Figure 4.



FIGURE 5--continued

B. Offset of Pa.rti ci pating Laboratory I s Process from NBS

From NBS Process
Assigned Values Uncertainties

NBSl NBS2 NBSl NBS

From Thi s Test

Ca 1 i brated Values
NBSl NBS Offset Test

Nominal
Size

(Inches) 1/21 (N
l +N

)- (W
l +W

) J

/:;

Nominal
Size

Laboratory Standards
Ass i gned Val ue Uncertai nty

Corrected for Offset Uncertai nty
Assigned Value Uncertainty Test Block

c R l +R

---y-

V+/:;(Inches)

Conclusions from t test:

(a) If t -:: 3, there is no offset from the NBS process, and the ass i gned value and the
uncertai nty of the standard is unchanged.

(b) If t ~ 3, there is an offset from the NBS process, and the assigned value of the
standard should be corrected by /:;. The uncertainty of the standard is E'
The uncertainty for any test block is calculated from E or E' whichever is
appropriate, i. e., U = E' + 3s

NOTE: The computations of the F and t statistics are found in Figure 4.



Test Set Measured Against Two Standard Sets Control on the
Difference Between Standards

Measurement Process

To introduce redundancy into a calibration system, duplicate'
measurements are made on each unknown, X, by compari '1g X to two
standard blocks Sl and S2 in the order X Sl 52 X. This will not only
provide a check on gross errors, but the difference between the two
standard blocks can be used to test process control.. By continuous
examination of thi s difference, the stabil ity of the measurement
process and of the standard blocks thehfselves can be kept under
surveillance so that decisions about the condition of the process can
be made after each cal ibration run.

The random errors associated with the process are of two kinds; those
arising from repetitions in the short term, and those involving long
term or day-to-day differences. The random error appropriate in this
case is that associated with the repeated measurement of a control
blockll over a sufficiently long time period to insure that all

factors affecting total variability have a chance to exert their
influence. (The control IIblockll is actually the difference between
the two standard blocks.

Because of temperature effects, the variation is usually length
dependent. For this reason, and for convenience of working group size
the usual set of blocks (80 or so blocks in the 0. 05 to 4 inch range)
shoul d be treated as a number of subsets of up to 20 blocks each, and
at NBS the following si x groupings are used.

III

Nominal Length
(Inches)

050 to 0. 09375
100 to 0. 107
108 to 0. 126
127 to 0. 146

O. 147 to 0. 500
550 to 4. 000

Approximate
No. of BlocksGroup



Variability should be approximately the s.ame for all blocks in a group
so that one can combine. the standard deviations* computed for each of
the blocks in a group into one overall value of the standard deviatio.
for the group. Ifsl' . sk ar.e the standard deviations for the k
blocks in a group with degrees of freedom vl' 

. . 

. Vk respectively,

d. (group) =
.. v

l +
. ... + v

Establishing Process Parameters

Before starting process control, it will be necessary to establ ish an
initial accepted value** for the control, Sl - S

2 ' and a value for the
random error component. To do this the control set should be measured
by the usua 1 process, say 6 times, wi th a few days between
repetiti ons. Then the average val ue for the control, Sl - S2' and the
standard deviation associated with the difference should be computed
for each pair of standard blocks.

The accepted starting v.alues for the control and random error
component will be the average and group standard deviation as
indicated above. Figure 6 details a portion of a typical worksheet
showing the starting values for two groups of blocks in the set.
Examples given in the following sections are based on these two groups
and their parameters. All data in the examples is hypothetical and is
intended on to exp 1 a in the methodology.

*The stan ard deviation of a single observation is given by

s - in-:-l

whe.re the ri is the difference between each observation and the average
of n observations. The quantity n-l is called the degrees of freedom
associated with s.

**The term "value" for a gage block means the deviation from nominal
size (measured length minus nominal length) at 20 oC. The value for
the control in this case is the difference in length between the two
standards (Sl - S2) at 20 



Maintaining Control

After the process parameters have been establ i shed, control 
maintained by checking the observed value for each parameter after
each calibration against its accepted value.

A portion ofa typical worksheet is given in Figure 7 detailing the
tests for determining whether or not the process is in a state of
statistical control.

Updating Process Parameters

As information collects on the control blocks which are used
egularly, the values for the process parameters should be updated as
shown in Figure 8. If either of the process parameters has changed
from its starting value as indicated by the t-test or F-test, .

a newprocess parameter must be computed based only on the current data. 
the process parameters have not changed, the process wi 

11 beconsidered to be continuous, and the data will be combined. A portionof a typical worksheet (Figure 8) details how th)s is done.
The frequency of updating will depend on the workload but should be
done after 5 or 10 values initially and then at intervals dictated by
conven i ence (e.g., every six months or a year).

Relationship to National Standards

The process should produce values which are consistent with the
national system as maintained by NBS. In order to test the entire
system, NBS is prepared to send each participating laboratory two
calibrated sets when requested, presumably at intervals of one or two
years. Each of these two sets should be calibrated twice by thelaboratory using its regular calibration procedure t ere y giving theindependent check necessary for verifying consistency. 

U11.C~r"fa.I'rfles 
Laboratories with the capability of writin 

their own test reports
based on their measurements of the NBS s 

s are encouraged to do so.
In this case NBS will provide the two c librated sets of blocks

, theircurrent assigned values and associated he table in Figure 9
summarizes the analysis of the data and shows whether or not there is
a signficant offset from the NBS process. If the offset is
significant, the values for the laboratory reference standards and
their associated uncertainties should be corrected as shown in the
suggested II Report of Testll form in Figure 10. In effect this is a
method for each laboratory to calibrate its own standards.



Uncertainty

The uncertainty, +U, associated with the average value of any test
block which has b n cal ibrated twice, assuming the measurement
process is in control, is given by

2 3sU = 
where Ul and U2 are the assigned uncertainties of the standard sets

and S2 respectively, and sG is tt:le accepted group standard deviation*
for that block size (see Figure 9). This assumes that the standard
blocks have documented uncertainties (e. g., if they were .calibrated at
NBS). For convenience one may use the maximum uncprtainty in the
group so as to report a si ngl e uncertai nty for the enti re group.

SulTBt1ary

In the foregoing sections, tests are given to determine if the process
average has shifted and if the variabil ity of the process has changed.
The actions which can be taken when one of these tests indicates an
out-of-control condition are described in section 4. 6. In the absence
of a specific format for out-of-control conditions, it should be noted
that once predictability is lost, no statements should be made about
the condition of the process. In some cases the standard blocks may
have actually changed and may need to be recalibrated. In others the
process may have changed and new process parameters must be
determi ned. Until the process pa.rameters have been reestabl i shed or
some sati sfactory corrective action has been taken, any uncertainty
statements which are issued should be designated as provisional.

Note t at sG i s the standard devi ation of the difference between the
two standard blocks Sl and S2' The standard deviation of a single
observation from the process is sG/IZ.



FIGURE 6--WORKSHEET 3.

PROCESS PARAMETERS: ACCEPTED VALUE OF THE CONTROL AND GROUP STANDARD
DEVIATION. k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 D

Nomi na 1 Contro 1 No. of Observed Group DegreesSize Average Val ue Repet i t ions of Control Freedom

nches
k(n-l)

Group 10000

k=4 10005

10010 1. 12
10020

Combined

Group 147 1.86 1.01
k=5 148

149

150 1.00 1.46
200

Combi ned 1.02



FIGURE 7--WORKSHEET 3.

OBSERVED VALUES OF CONTROL AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUES, k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Accepted
Value

Nomi nal

Size Comparator Readi ngs Control Control

(Inches)
C~L

Test Std. Std. Test

Group 10000 20. 16. 17. 21.0

k=4 10005 23. 22. 22. 23. 1.1 1.2 1.0

10010 19. 16. 16. 20. 1.8

10020 20. 18. 17. 19.

Combi ned

Group 147 21.3 20. 16. 21.2 1. 9

k=5 148 23. 20. 23. 23.

149 15. 15. 17. 16. 1.2 1.4

150 20. 15. 15. 19. 1.0

200 16. 15. 15. 15.

Combi ned

*If t .::. 3, the process is out of control. Remeasure blocks and test again. I DI means the absolute

value of D.

**If F.::. F Ol' for k and y degrees of freedom, process is out of control. 

Remeasure all blocks in

group and test again. The critical value, F Ol' can be found in Table I (page 63) where Yl = k and

Y2 = y. If .:: 3 and F 0( 01' process is in control. Accept value for test 
block .of 1/2(d +'2

where Vl and V2 are assigned values for standards Sl and S

***U and U2 are the assigned uncertainties of standards S
l and S



FIGURE 7--continued

Observed Accepted
Uncertainty Limit to UncertaintyGroup Group Test* Test** Starting Std. Random Error Test Block

JED
I DI/s 1/2(U

)***

I G

1.3 1.8 1.0
1.4 1.8 1.0

1.8 1.0
1.8 1.0

1.26

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.36 1.02 1.8



FI GURE 8- -WORKSHEET 3. 3.

NEW VALUES OF PROCESS PARAMETERS COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUES
k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Nominal
Size

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Starting Values
Control Group S. D. No. Control

New Values
Group S. No.

(Inches)

Group I I
k=4

Group V

k=5

10000

10005

O. 1001 0

10020

Combi ned

147

148

149

150

200

Combi ned

1.2

1. 9

1.4
1.0

s I

1.0

1. 16

1.0
1.02 1.34

*If t ~ 3, the new value L~ should replace L
c for the control; otherwise, use the

combined value L

**If F ~ F
Ol for k(n

1) and k(n l) degrees of freedom, the new value sG should

replace s
G as the group standard deviation; otherwise, combine the new and starting

value into a combined group standard deviation. The critical value, F Ol' can be
found in Table I where Yl = k(n l) and Y2 = k(n -l).

***IfF ~ F
Ol for k(n -l) and k(n l) degrees of freedom, the new value SG should

replace s
G' otherwise, use the combined group standard deviation. 

The critical

value, F
Ol' can be found in Table I where Yl = k(n -l) and Y2 = k(n l).



FIGURE 8~-continued

Combined
Va 1 ue

DegreesTest* Control Test** Test*** Combi ned Group S. D. Freedom

I Lc -L~I
l Lc +n s '2

k(n ~ 1 )s~+k(n ~ 1 )sG2 k(nl +n
1-.1+ $IT

G n
1 n

1.1

1.04

1.2
1.4 1. 9

1. 2

1.2

1. 7



FIGURE 9--WORKSHEET 3.

VALUES OF NBS BLOCKS FROM LABORATORY PROCESS COMPARED TO
VALUES ASSIGNED BY NB$, k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Nomi na 1 Val ues Assigned Average of 4

Size by NBS Calibrated Val ues

(Inches) NBS NBS NBS NBS

130 51. 5 50. 53. 51.8

;;:'

135 55. 56. 51.4 52.

c...0. 145 52. 51.4 50. 48.

;::)

200 52. 52. 52. 52.4

350 54. 62. 51.8 59.
c.!J

Combi ned (K=5)

Sum Di fference

l +N
)- (V

l +V

*If t 2: 3, process is out of control and a new value for the laboratory reference

block should be determined if the standard deviation is in control. Isl means

the absolute value of S.

**If F 2: F Ol for k and y degrees of freedom, process is out of control. 
The critical

value, F Ol' can be found in Table I where Yl = k and Y2 = y. 
If F ~ F

Ol' combine

the accepted and observed standard devi ati ons as shown.



FIGURE 9--continued

Accepted Observed Combi ned Total
Group Group Test* Test** Group

~i z .llil z+ys
k+y'5"7

12.

1.0

1.25 1.23



FIGURE 10

REPORT OF TEST

Length Cal ibrations From 
Using

NBS Gage Block Sets and

Inches

PARTICIPATING LABORATORY

Duplicate measurements made by the participating laboratory on NBS Gage Block Setsand made by calibrating each NBS se't. against two standard sets during a regular
cal ibrat on procedure gave the following results at 20 Oc (values are in microinches):

Standard Deviations

Group
Accepted SO From Test Test Combi ned SO

III

Conclusions from the F- test:
(a) If 0( F

Ol for "1 and "2 degrees of freedom, the process is
standard deviation used in the uncertainty statement is s

(b) IfF ~ F . 01 for "1 and "2 degrees of freedom, the process is
uncertainty statement is omitted.

in control, and the

out .of control and the

NOTE: Standard devi ati ons sG' s N and Sc are found in Figure 9.



FI GURE 10- -conti nued

Offset of Participating Laboratory s Process from NBS

Nomi na 1
Size

From NBS Process
Assigned Values Uncertainties

NBSl NBS2 NBSl NBS

From This Test
Ca i brated ues

NBSl NBS
Offset

Test

(Inches) 1/2\ (N
l +N

)- (W
l +W

) J

l ..

Nomi nal

Size
Laboratory Standards

Assigned Values Uncertaintiesl S2 Sl S
Corrected for Offset

Assigned Values Uncertaintiesl S2 Sl S
Uncertai nty
Test Block

ol'b. Vlb.(Inches)

Conclusions from t- test:
(a) If t ~ 3, there is no offset from the NBS process, and the ass i gned value and

uncertainty of each standard are unchanged.

(b) If t .::. 3, there is an offset from the NBS process, and the assigned value of each
standard should be corrected by b.. The uncertainties associated with V1 and Vz are
Ul and Uz where U1 = U2 = t t ;~C )J. The uncertainty for any test block is

calculated from U
l and U2 or Ul and U2 whichever is appropriate, i.e.,Ul + U2 3s

U= 

NOTE: The computations of the F and t statistics are found in Figure 



Two Test Se~s and Two Standard ~ets In A Drift Eliminating Design
InvoT'VTng Elght Observations Dlfference Between Standards As
Control

Measurement Process

laboratories doing high precision work can benefit from a drift
el iminating design using eight observations to intercompare two test
blocks with two standard blocks. Redundancy is built into this design.
In addition, any linear drift effect caused by comparator time
dependence will be balanced out. The differences between the block
pa i rs of the two standard sets Sl and'S2 wi 11 serve as controls and wi 
a 11 ow the stabi 1 i ty of the measurement process and of the standard
blocks themselves to be monitored.

The random errors associated with the process are of two kinds;
namely, a short term component called "within" variability and a long
term component called "tota'" variability.

The within variability, crQ, is readily demonstrated in a repeated
sequence of measurements made over a short time. Thi s quanti ty is
used for a day to day check on the process varia.bi 1 ity.

The total variabi ity of the process, cr , refl ects both short term and
long term variability. It is found by examining the measurement
process over a sufficiently long time period to insure that all
factors affecting variability have a chance to exert their influence.
It is used in a statistical t-test to identify any shift in the
control value for the process.

Because of the effect of temperature on block length, variations are
usually length dependent. For this reason, and for convenience of
working group size, the overall set of blocks (80 or so blocks in the

05 to 4 inch range) should be treated as a number of groups of up to
20 blocks each. The following six groupings are recommended.

III

Nomi na 1 length
(Inchest

050 to 0. 09375
100 to 0. 107
108 to O. 126
127 to 0. 146
147 to 0. 500
550 to 4. 000

Approx ima te

No. .of BlocksGroup



The group is selected so that variability of all blocks ina group is
expected to be the same. Then the standard deviations computed fo.
each block in a group can be combined into an overall group standard
deviation. If sl, . skare the standard deviations of the k blocks
in a group with degrees of freedom vl, . Vk respectivelY, then

s . d . ( group) =
2 + 

... v

l + ... + vk

Establishing Process Parameters

' .

Before starting the control process, it will be necessa.ry to establish
initial accepted values* for the controls and initial values for the
random error components. To do this, at least six calibration runs
should be made using the control blocks in the trend-eliminating
design. The calibrations should be separated by several days. The
measurement sequence for the trend-eliminating design along with the
equations for finding the least squares estimates of the controls and
the within standard deviation and the pooled within standard deviation

'4 ~~:n
a~~;~mt~T*~s. See (7) for a more complete analysis of

The average value of the c.ontrol, the pooled within standard
deviation, and the total stand.ard deviation** are computed for each
pair of standards. Then the random error components are combined into
a group within standard deviation and a group total standard deviation
as shown in 3. 1. These values and the average value of the control
are the starting process parameters.

Figure .6 details a portion of a typical worksheet showing the starting
values for two groups of blocks in the set. Examples given in the
fo 11 owi ng secti ons are based on these two groups and thei r parameters.
All data in the examples is hypothetical and is intended only to
exp1 a i n the methodo logy.

*The term "value" for a gage block means the deviation from nominal
size (measured length minus nominal length) at 20 oC. The value for
the control in this case is the difference in length between the two
standards (Sl - S2) at 20 o

**The total standa.rd deviation for the control is given by

. ~ j~ 

:~ 1

where ri is the difference between each value .of the control and the
average of n va lues. The quanti ty n-1 is call ed the degrees of
freedom associated with cr.



Maintaining Process Control

After the process pa.rameters have been establi shed, control is
maintained by checking the observed value of the control Sl - S2 and
the within standard deviation crW for each calibration run against their
accepted values.

A typical s.ection of a worksheet for making these comparisons showing
the appropriate statistical tests is given in Figure 12.

Updating Process Parameters

Periodically as data accumulates on the control set, the output
produced by the process is compared to the accepted process
parameters. If one of the parameters has changed as indicated by a t-
test or F-test, a new value for the parameters must be determined
based only on the current data; otherwise, the process will be
considered to be continuous, and the data will be combined. The
worksheet in Fi gure 13 deta i 1 s thi s procedure and shows the
appropriate statistical tests.

Initially the process should be updated after five or six calibrations
and then as convenience dictates (every six months or yearly).

Relationship to National Standards

The process should produce values which are consistent with the
national system as maintained by NBS. In order to test the entire
system, NBS is prepared to send each participating laboratory two
calibrated sets when requested, presumably at intervals of one or two
years. These sets should each be calibrated twice by the laboratory
using the trend-el iminating design procedure t ereby giving the
independent check necessary for verifying consi stency.

Laboratories with the capabilitiyof writing their own test reports
based on their measurements of the NBS sets are encouraged to do so.
In th is ca se, NBS wi 11 prov i de the two cali bra ted sets of blocks,
their current assigned values and associated uncertainties. The table
in Figure 14 summarizes the analysis of the data and shows whether or
not there is a significant offset from the NBS process. If the .offset
is significant, the values for the laboratory reference standards and
their associated uncertainties should be corrected as shown in the
suggested " Report of Test" form in Figure 15. In effect this is a
method for each abora tory to ca li bra te its own s tanda rds .

Uncertainty

The uncertainty +U associated with the value assigned to any test
block which has been calibrated using the trend-eliminating design is
given by



U + 2. 
U = 

1 . + 1 30 G- 1 s

where Uland U2are the assigned uncertainties in the calibration of the
standard sets S1 and S2 respectively, and SG is the accepted total group
standard deviat10n for that block size and sG is the accepted within
group standard deviation (see Figure 14). This assumes that the
standard blocks have documented uncertainties (e. g., if they were
calibrated atNBS. ) For convenience one may use the maximum
uncertainty in the group so as to report a single uncertainty for the
entire group. An explanation of the computation of the uncertainty
can be found in (7).

Summary

In the foregoing sections several statistical tests are described
which dete.rmine if the process mean has shifted and if the variabi 1 i tyof the process has changed. Actions which can be taken when one of
these tests indicates an out-of-contro1 condition are described in
Section 4. 6. In the absence of specific format instructions for out-
of-control conditions, it should be understood that once
predicta.bi1ity is lost, no statements should be made about the
condition of the process. Any uncertainty statements which are issued
should be designated as provisional until the process is again under
control.



FIGURE ll--WoRKSHEET 3.

PROCESS PARAMETERS: ACCEPTED VALUES OF CONTROL, WITHIN AND TOTAL
STANDARD DEVIATIONS, k BLOCKS IN A GROUP

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Accepted Poo 1 ed Group
Nomi na 1 Value of No. Within Within Degrees Total Group Degrees
Size Control Reps. Freedom Total Freedom

(Inches) Aver~ge
(see

~l 

E~( 4kn s(C k(n-l)

p ",,)

of t (.see. p. J.J2... k
-tocStt16te)

10000

.....

10005

.....

g--;r 0. 1001
0"':':
s.. 1002

(!j

Combi ned

147

148

;:..

c.LO 149 0.48
::s
0"':': 150s..

(!j

200

Combi ned 120

- ~



FIGURE 12--WORKSHEET 3.

OBSERVED VALUE FOR CONTROL AND WITHIN STANDARD DEVIATION COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUE
(SEE APPENDIX A FOR COMPUTATIONS)

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Accepted Val ues

Nomi nal

Size Contro 1

Accepted
Va 1 ue

of Control

Observed
Within

Group
Within

D. F.

Group
Total

D. F.

. .

(Inches) S fEe App~ d, 'X- 

Group 10000

O. 10005

1001

O. 1002

Combi ned

Group V 147

148

149

150

200

Combi ned 120

*If t ~ 3, process is out of control for that block. Remeasure and test again.
**If F ~ F

Ol for 4 and 0 degrees of freedom, process is out of control for that block.
The critical value, F Ol' can be found in Table I where Yl = 4 and Y2 = o.

***U
l and U2 are the assigned uncertainties of the two standard blocks.



FIGURE 12--continued

Uncerta i nty Limit UncertaintyTest* Test** Restrai nt

. -

Random Error Test Block

l/; (;2/5 1/2(U +u )*** 38G - 1 sGw G 1 2

1.8 1.5
1.8 1. 5

1.8 1. 5

1.0 1.8 1.5

1.4

1.0

1.4

1.6
1.8

1.8

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3



FIGURE 13--WORKSHEET 3.

NEW VALUES FOR PROCESS .PARAMETERS COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUES

Val ues in Microtnches at 20 o

Nominal
Size

Starting Values
Group Group

Within Total
Control No. S. D. S.

New Va 1 ues
Group Group

Within Total
Control No. S. D. S. Test* Average

(Inches)

10000 1.0

::: 0. 10005
a..
50. 1001

~0. 1002 12'

Combi ned (k=4)

147

148 1.3

==-

a.. 0. 149
:::0
~ O. 150
c.!) 0.

200

Combi ned (k=5)

where 4kn 4kn

I Lc -
L~I

&ll/n +l/n
l Lc +n

l +n

1. 7

1. 7

1.6
1.6

*If t ~ 3, the new value for the control L~ is significantly different from Lc and should replace L
otherwi se, use the average l

**If F 2:.. F 01 for 4kn2 and 4knl degrees of freedom, replace sG by sG; otherwise, use the combinedvalue s
***If F 2:.. F 01 for k(n l)and k(n -l) degrees of freedom, replace &G by &G; otherwise, use the

comblned' value O"

IIf F 2 F
Ol for 4knl and 4kn2 degrees of freedom, replace sG by sG; otherwise use the combinedvalue s

Nlf F
.2 F Ol for~ k(n l) and k(n l) degrees of freedom, replace &G by &G; otherwise, use the

comblned value O"

The critical values, F 01' mentioned above can be found in Table 1. The Yl in the table refers to

the first number of de~rees of freedom and Y2 to the second.



FIGURE 13--continued

Combined Combined
Group Degrees Group DegreesTest** Test*** Test Test Within Freedom Total Freedom

s 12/S 2 ~12 2/s I 2 82/8' 2 2+ l )&~+( n 1 )& G2 k(nG O" G G G G 1 s G 0

(f C

1.1 1. 5 288

1. 7



FIGURE 14--WORKSHEET 3.

VALUES OF NBS BLOCKS FROM LABORATORY PROCESS COMPARED TO
VALUES ASSIGNED BY NBS

Values in Microinches at 20 o

Nomi nal

Size
Val ues Ass igned

by NBS
Average of

Two Calibrations Sum

( Inches) NBS NBS
l +N

) - (W
l +W

NBS NBS

Group 10000 19. 19.

0 . 10005 17. 18.

1001 13. 13.

0 . 1002 18. 17.

Combined

Group V 147 21. 18.

148 23. 27.

149 15. 16.

150 20. 19.

200 16. 16.

Combined

19.

17.

14.

18.

21. 20

23.

16.

19.

15.

18.

18.

13.

17.

1.34

18.

25.

15.

19.

16.

*If z ~ 3, process is out of control and new values for the laboratory reference

blocks should be determined if the standard deviations are in control.

**If F ~ F
Ol for 4 and y degrees of freedom, process is out of control.

The critical value F
Ol can be found in Table I where Yl = 4 and Y2 = y.



FIGURE 14--conti nued

Observed Accepted Accepted
Within S. D. Within Total Test* Test**

151 G2/S

/8fiP G

1.2
1.1

1**

1.8
288

1.4
1.02 19. 7**

1.9
0.4

9**
240



FIGURE 15

REPORT OF TEST

Length Cal ibrations From to InchesUsing- 
NBS Gage Block Sets and

PARTICIPATING LABORATORY

Duplicate measurements made by this laboratory, Qn NBS Gage Block Sets and made by
~:~~b

~h~i nl ~~~~n ~~i t

:~n
~6 

t~O ~;f~~~r i~ ~~~~~fn ~~yil ar cal ibration 
procedure

A. Standard Devi ati ons

Wi thi n ota 1 , Within

Test Combined

&2/S WithinG G

Group Accepted Standard Deviati ons From This Test

I I

III

Conclusions fromF- test:
(a) If -:: F

Ol for A3 and Al degrees of freedom, the process is in control, and the
within standard deviation used in the uncertainty statement is 

(b) If F .~ F
Ol for A3 and Al degrees of freedom, the process is out of control, and the

uncertai nty statement is omi tted.

NOTE: Standard deviations s
G' &G' s N and Sc are found in Figure 14.



FIGURE 15--continued

B. Offset of Participating Laboratory s Process from NBS

Nominal
Size

From NBS Process
Assigne ues Uncertainties

NBSl NBS2 NBSl NBS

From Thi s Test
Cal rated Values

NBSl NBS Offset Test

(Inches) 1/21: (N
l +N

)- (W ) J

I:,.

Nominal
Size

Labor-atory Standards
Assigned Values Uncertaintiesl S2 Sl S

Corrected for Offset
Assigned Values Uncertaintiesl S2 Sl S

Uncertainty
Test Block

Vi)'1:,.(Inches)

Conclusions from t- test:
(a) If t .( 3, there is no offs.et from the NBS process, and the assigned values of the

standards are unchanged. The uncertainties are U
l and U2 respectively.(b) If t ;. 3, there is an offset from the NBS process, and the assigned value of each

standard should be corrected by 1:,.. The uncertainties as$Q~iated with Vl and V~ are
U1 and U~ where:

R +R
U' = U' = ~ vG + 1 2

12 Z-'
The uncertainty for any test block is cal culated from U

is appropriate, i.e., U1+U~ 3 
382 - 1 S

-y-

2/ "6 c

and U
2 or U1 and U~ whichever

NOTE: The computations of the F and t statistics are found in Figure 14.

. ' . - .. .- -,- .



Operating a Measurement Assurance Program

Equipment and Environment

The Comparator

There are a number of suitable comparator designs and a typical one is
shown schematically in Figure 16. An upper stylus and a lower stylus
contact the gaging faces ofa block supported on an anvi 1. Each
stylus is attached to a differential transformer core. An integrated
signal from these two transducers is displayed on a meter graduated in
length units (usually microinches). lIT -the simplest comparison, the
difference in length between two gage blocks is obtained by inserting
the blocks, one at a time, between the stylus tips and taking the
difference between the two readings.

An important comparator feature is the point- to-point measurement
along an axis through the gaging point of the block. Other suitable
comparator designs use only one transducer but by various means insure
the point- to-point measurement. Single-transducer comparators are
susceptible to errors whenmeasurin9 burred or non-flat blocks (see
Figure 17) if they do not have provlsions for point- to-point measurement.

For the most precise measurements, it is important that the comparator
stylus contact the defined gage point of the block. A metal or
plastic ba.r about 1/4 inch thick can be fastened to the anvil (with
laboratory wax if no other means is provided) behind the stylus and
positioned to stop the gage blocks so the stylus will contact the gage
point. The bar can be l-shaped to position the gage block both
laterally and transversely if desired and special configurations can
be devised for comparing blocks of different shapes.

Gage Block Requirements

Nearly all gage blocks are either square or rectangular in cross
section, but a few are circular in cross section. Any .of these cross
sections are easily handled in ' intercomparison procedures on short
blocks (sizes up to 4 inches). long blocks (over 4 inches) of the
rectangular cross section are prone to tipping in vertical
comparators.

Transferring the length unit to a gage block by intercomparlson does
not require rigorous constraints on the flatness and parallel ism of
its gaging faces because the transfer is made only along a single line
through the block. Gage block use, however, may be more demanding on 
the geometry of the gaging faces. A separate paper covers the
measurement of flatness and parallelism (1).



AMPLIfIER

TRANSDUCER CORE

PRIMARY COIL

SECONDARY COILS

MEASURING STYLUS

GAGE BLOCK

ANVIL

MEASURING STYLUS

REED SPRINGS

FIGURE 16: ElEMENTS OF A MECHANICAL COMPARATOR OF LENGTHS

ERROR WITH WARPED BLOCKS ERROR WITH BURRS

FIGURE 17: ERROR RESULTING FROM COMPARATOR DESIGN



Thermal expansion coefficients are generally taken from bulk values,
and these may vary by as much as 10% from actua 1 values for gage
blacks. This problem can be circumvented in the intercomparison
pracess by insuring that blocks being intercompared are close to .20oIf non-standard temperatures are used, the coeffi ci ents must be known
unless the attendant systematic errars are tolerable.

4. 1 . Envi ronment

A temperature controlled laboratory is necessary for intercomparisons
of the highest precision. The degree of temperature cantro1 needed
depends on the length .of the blocks befng compared, differences in
coefficients of thermal expansion among the blocks, and the limiting
uncertainty required of the measurements. At NBS, short blocks are
intercompared in a temperature contra11ed laboratory at 20oC + 0. 25O
Long blocks are intercompared in a laboratory at 20oC + 0. 05ORelative humidity should be held bel .ow 50% to prevent rrosion of
blocks and instruments.

Temperature Effects and Their Control

A large uncertainty in the comparison process can be introduced by
temperature effects. For example, a temper.ature difference of O.
between two one- inch steel blocks wi 11 cause an errar of nearly 6
micro- inches in the comparisan. Two causes of temperature differences
between blacks are sometimes over10aked:

(1) Room temperature gradients .or nearby heat sources such as
electronic equipment can cause si.gnificant temperature
differences between blocks even when they are stored relatively
close to each other before compa ri sen.

(2) Blocks with different surface finishes on their non-gaging faces
can absorb radiant heat at different rates and reach different
equil ibrium tempe.ratures. The magnitude of these effects is
proportiana1 to gage block length.

A number of remedies are available to alleviate temperature gradients.
For short blocks the remedies are quite simple. Far example, store
the blocks, both standards and unknawns, on a thermal equalization
plate of smoath surface and good heat conductivity close to the
compara tor but away from heat sources. Also, use tweezers or tongs to
handle the blocks and use a systematic, rythmic block handling
technique in the comparison procedure to insure a nearly identical
the.rma1 environment for each block.

*Note: This does not mean that every laboratory needs this level oftemperature control.



4. 2 Measurement Techniques

The sequence of observations for each of the three program options has
been described in sections 3. 1, 3. 1, and 3. 1. This section will
concentrate on techniques that have been found to be important in
achieving good results.

Block Preparation

The master and test blocks must be thoroughly cleaned, examined, and
deburred using procedures in reference (l3). The identification
numbe.rs are recorded for inclusion 1fl the test report or records.

Comparator Preparation

The instrument anvil should be deburred and cleaned. The comparator
transducer pressure, magnification and alignment should be checked.
Periodic cleaning of the instrument anvil during the work day is
recommended to hel p reduce the number of spurious readings that resul t
from minute particles that can contaminate the anvil surface

Block Storage

Short blocks are arranged on a thermal equalization plate next to the
comparator. From here they can be moved to the comparator anvi 1 by
groups at the time of comparison. There is some thermal advantage,
for sizes from about 0. 3 inch to 4 inches, to eavi ng the blocks 
the plate at all times except when the block is being inserted in the
compar.ator for measurement. Alternatively , a group can be moved to
the comparator anvi 1 and allowed to equal i z.e there for an appropriate
peri od.

Long gage blocks are stored in a group on the compa.rator anvi 1 after
preparation. Additional long blocks that are to be measured during
the day are prepared and placed on a therma 1 equa 1 i za t ion p 1 a te next
to the instrument. As comparisons of one group are compl eted a new
size group can be moved from the plate to the anvil and allowed to
equalize before comparison. All gage blocks are oriented on the
comparator with the top surface uppermost.

Thermal Equalization Time

Equalization time varies with block size, treatment and allowable
measurement uncerta i nty. Blocks prepared in advance and kept in the
gaging area are placed on the equalization plate, or in the case of
long blocks, moved from the equalization plate to the compa.rator
anvil. They may then be intercompared using the following table as a
first approximation.



Block Size

100 to 0. 250
300 to 1. 000
000 to 20. 000

Equal i zation Time
nutes

Experiments establishing optimum equalization times should be
conducted in your own laboratory because of the many variables
involved and differing measurement uncertainty requirements.

" -

Temperature Measurement

Temperature measurements can be made with a cal ibrated mercury- in-
glass thermometer. The thermometer is mounted on the block storage
plate in the case of short blocks and on the instrument anvil for the
long blocks. The more sophisticated temperature measuring devices
such as thermocouples and thermistors a.re very useful for detecting
gradients and inequalities.

Handling Techniques

The success of intercomparisons is largely dependent upon block
handl ing techniques. Proper technique includes the insertion of all
blocks between the styli in a like manner. The operator should
develop a rhythm, after acquiring some experience with the process,
that will ensure that each pair of blocks is handled for approximately
the same length of time as all other pairs in the s.eries.
A camel I S hair brush or an air bulb is useful for sweeping or blowing
dust particles from the blocks and the anvil just befor.e insertion.

The short blocks are moved about by grasping them with rubber tipped
10- inch tweezers. When handling s,quare style blocks, the tips ofa
pair of tweezers may be bent to accommodate this configuration.

The sequence of observations in option 3 was developed to compensate
instrument and temperature drifts, but it still relies on equal
handling of blocks for good results.

Temperature and Deformation Corrections

Deformation corrections for various styl us radi i and pressures (3),
can be applied to the observations when blocks of different materials
are compared if the correction is of sufficient magnitude to be
significant.

Temperature corrections are applied to all blocks above 0. 350 inch in
size when the blocks are of different materials. This size limit can
be r.aised if larger uncertainties are acceptable.



Computation and Analysis of Data

NBS staff members will be available to help participants with
computations and analysis of the results especially in the early
stages of the program, but extensive services of thi s type must be
done on an at-cost basis. Our general aim is to make participants as
self sufficient as possible.

Laboratories wi shing to receive a signed and documented NBS test
report should submit their data and worksheets to Mr. Clyde Tucker,
Room B104, Metrology Bldg., NBS, Wa.s.hington, D. C. 20234.
Responsibility for the calculations and resulting report will be
assumed by NBS.

Control Charts

A useful tool for moni toring the progress of the measurement process
is the control .chart. This is a graphical presentation of the output
from the cal ibration process on a continuing basis.

After each cal ibration the value of the control and the associated
standard deviation(s) should be plotted against a time scale.
The chart of the control block values should have the control limits
marked so that an out-of-control value is immediately visible (see
Figure 18). It is also the quickest means of spotting a change in the
size of the control block with time (see Figure 20) and should be
carefully monitored especially for block sizes of one inch and longer.

The chart of the standard deviations provides visual evidence of the
within day process variation (see Figure 19) and makes it possible to
ascertain when a change in the process has occurred (see Figure 21).

Access to the National Standards

One or two sets of NBS reference standard gage blocks win be loaned
to each p.articipant at periodic intervals for measur$lnent. The period
wi 11 be governed by the performance and hi story of the parti ci pant I 
process. A time limitation may be imposed because of demand for thesesets. Participants may chose to send their standard sets to NBS for
periodic calibration instead of using the loaned sets.

4.. Procedures for Correcting Out-of-Control Conditions

If the process is found to be out-of-control by an F-test, repeat the
offending measurements to determine if the condition persists. If it
pers i sts, look for:

(1) Comparator malfunction(2) Dust or other contamination on the gage blocks
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FIGURE 18

OBSERVED DIFFERENCE BETWEEN I-INCH GAGE

BLOCKS USEO AS CHECK STANOARO
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FIGURE 19
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FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 21
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(3) Temperature problems, in blocks over 0. 5 inch, such as too short
an equalization time, heat source (including operator) too close
to the comparator, and temperature difference between gage block
equalization plate and the comparator.

(4) Lack of finesse in gage block handling during comparisons.
If the process is found to be out of control bya t- test:

(1) Look for dirt or burrs on the blocks (stoning may help).
(2) Look at block history for evidence of steady drift toward out-of-

control condition This would indicate a length change and a
need to recompute the accepted'difference and possibly a
recalibration against NBS standards.

(3) If a large number of block sizes are out of control, check
comparator calibration and function.

(4) For blocks larger than 0. 5 inch, look for temperature differences
between the locks.

Upgrading the Process

A process may perform within the established control pattern but still
not be adequate to the assigned goal. Some or all of the following
changes may be made to improve the process:

(1) Upgrade the quality of the standard sets by purchasing new
blocks.

(2) Obtain a better comparator if one is available.
(3) Improve temperature conditions by removing heat sources from

vicinity of comparator, isolating operator from comparator by
shielding, improving temperature control in lab, etc.

(4) Improve handling techniques during comparisons by equalizing time
each block is handled, taking greater care about cleanliness,
etc.

(5) Switch to option 3 (see Section 3. 4) if not already using it.
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TABLE I

F V,lI1UES, UPPER 1 % PROBAB I LITY LEVEL

60 
I 120

4052 4999,5 5403 5625 5764 5859 5928 5982 6022 6056 6106 6157 6209 6235 6261 6287 6313 6339 636698-50 99,00 99-17 99.25 99-30 99-33 99,36 99-37 99-39 99,40 99,42 99.43 99-45 99.46 99,47 99-(7 99,48 99,49 99,5034.12 30.82 29-46 28,71 28.24 27.91 27.67 27-49 27.35 27.23 27.05 26.87 26.69 26.60 26.50 26.41 26.32 26.22 26.1321-20 18.00 16.69 15.98 15,52 15.21 14.98 14.80 14.66 14,55 14.37 14.20 14.02 13:\13 13.84 13'75 13.65 13-56 13.46
16.26 13.27 12.06 11-39 10.97 10,67 10,46 10.29 10.16 10.05 9.89 9.72 9,55 9,47 9.38 9.29 9'20 9.n 9.02,13.75 10.92 9.78 9.15 8.75 8'47 8.26 8.10 7'98 7.87 ,72 7.56 7.40 7'31 7-23 7.06 6.97 6'S8 i12.25 9-55 8'45 7,85 7,46 6.99 6,84 6,72 6.62 6'47 6.31 6-16 6,07 5'99 5.91 5.S2 0.74 5-65111'26 8'65 7.59 7'01 6.63 617 6-18 6.03 5.91 0.81 5-67 5.52 5,36 5.28 5.20 5,12 5.03 4,95 4.86 i10,56 8-02 6.99 6.42 6.06 5.80 0.61 5'47 0,35 5.26 5.n 4,96 4.81 4,73 4'65 4,57 4,48 4.31
10.04 7,56 6,55 5,99 5-64 5'39 5.20 5.06 4'94 4.85 4-71 4,56 4.41 4,33 4.25 4-17 4,08 4,00 3.919.65 7.21 6-22 5'67 5.32 5,07 4.89 4'74 4.63 4.54 4.40 4.25 4,-1 0 4.02 3.9- 3.S6 3'78 3.609'33 6,93 5.95 5.41 5.06 4,82 4.64 4.50 4.39 4.30 4.16 4.01 3.S6 3,78 3.70 3.62 3,54 3,45 3'369'07 6.70 5,74 5.21 4,86 4.62 4.44 4.30 4.19 4.10 3,96 3,82 3.0t; 3,59 3,51 3,43 3.34 3.25 3.178'86 6.51 5,56 5,04 4.69 4,46 4.28 4.14 4'03 3,94 3,80 3,66 3'51 3.43 3'35 3.27 3.18 3,09 3'00

8.68 6,36 5,42 4.89 4-56 4,32 4.14 4.00 3.89 3.80 3'67 3,52 3.37 3.29 3.21 3,13 3,05 2'96 2'$718.53 6.23 5.29 4,77 4'44 4.20 4,03 3.89 3,78 3,69 3.55 3,41 3.26 3.18 3-10 3.02 2.93 2.84 2.758,40 6.n 5.18 4.67 4.34 4.10 3.93 3.79 3'68 3.59 3,46 3,31 3,16 3.08 3,00 2.92 2.83 2.75 2.658.29 6.01 5,09 4,58 4.25 4.01 3,84 3,71 3.60 3,51 3,37 3.23 3.08 3.00 2.92 2.84 2.75 2.66 2.5718.18 5'93 5.01 4,50 4-17 3,94 3-77 3,63 3'02 3,43 3,30 3.15 3,00 2.92 2.8t 2,76 2.67 2,58 2'491

8-10 5.85 4'94 4.43 4-10 3.87 3,70 3.56 3.46 3'37 3.23 3.09 2.94 2,86 2.78 2.69 2.61 2,52 2.428.02 5,78 4-87 4.37 4,04 3.81 3.64 3.51 3,40 3.31 3.17 3.03 2.88 2.80 2,72 2.64 2.55 2,46 2.367,95 5.72 4.82 4.31 3.99 3'76 3'09 3.45 3.35 3.26 3-12 2.98 2.83 2,75 2.67 2'58 2.50 2.40 2.317.88 5.66 4.76 4.26 3.94 3,71 3.1)4 3.41 3'30 3,2i 3.07 2.93 2,78 2,70 2.62 2'5. 2,45 2.35 2.267.82 5.61 4,72 4.22 3.90 3,67 3,50 3,36 3,26 3-17 3.03 2'89 2.74 2,66 2,58 2,49 2,40 2.31 2.21

7.77 5,57 4'68 4-18 3.85 3.63 3.46 3.32 3.22 3.13 2.99 2.85 2.70' 2.62 2'54 2-45 2.36 2.27 2.177.72 5.53 4.64 4.14 3.82 3,59 3.42 3-29 3.18 3.09 2.06 2.81 2.66 2,58 2,50 2-42 2.33 2.23 2.137.68 5,49 4.60 4.11 3,78 3,56 3,39 3.26 3.15 3.06 2.93 2.78 2.63 2.55 2,47 2.29 2.20 2-10
7"64 5'45 4.57 4,07 3-75 3'03 3,36 3.23 3.12 3.03 2,90 2.75 2.60 2,52 2.44 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.067-60 5.42 4'54 4,04 3,73 3,50 3.33 3.20 3.09 3'00 2.87 2,73 2.57 2,49 2.41 2.33 2.23 2-14 2,03

7,56 5'39 4.51 4.02 3.70 3.47 3,30 3'17 3.07 2.98 2.84 2.70 2'05 2-47 2.39 2.30 2.21 2-11 2.017.31 5.18 4.31 3.83 3.51 3.29 3,12 2,99 2.89 2.80 2.66 2,52 2.37 2.29 2.20 2-11 2.02 1.92 1,80
7.08 I 4.98 4.13 3.65 3.34 3.12. 2.95 2.82 2.72 2.63 2.50 2.35 2.20 2.12 2.03 1.94 1-84 1.73 1.60120 6,85 I 4.79 3,95 3,48 3.17 2'96 2.79 2.66 2-56 2'47 2'34 2.19 2.03 1.95 1-86 1.76 1,53, 1.38

I co 6'63/ 4.61 3,78 3.32 3.02 2.801 2.64 2,51 2,41 2.32 2.18 2.04 1-88 1-79 1-70 1-59 1,47 1.321 1-00

0'1

(fithi'iJ ,pt!!"""",/iidS)"t:7"l

Reorintedh-from Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, E. S. Pearson and H. O. Hartley,
editors, Vol. 1, p. 161, The University Press, Cambridge (1956).
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APPENDIX A

TREND ELIMINATING DESIGN

Let the two test sets be designated by A and B and the two standard
sets by $1 and $2- The design involves making the following observations
in the order given:

l = $1 - $

2 = B - $ 1 , .

3 = A - B

4 = $2 - A

5 = S2 - B

6 = B - $

7 = $1 - A

a = A - $

The east squares estimates of the standards $1 and $2 are given by:

1 = Nf5z1 - 2z2 - z3 - 2z4 - 3z5 - 2z
+3Z + 2z

a + 12KJ

.... 

2 = i4f -5z1 + 2z2 + z3 + 2z4 + 3z5 + 2z - 2z
a +

12KJ

The estimate of the di fference L
c = $1 - $2 is

.... 

c = 12 tSZl - 2z2 - z3 - 2z4 - 3z5 - 2z6 + 3z7 + 2z

The estimates for the test blocks are:

A = '24t-Z
l + 2z2 + 5z3 - 6z4 - z5 + 2z6 - 7z7 + 6za + 12KJ

....

B - ~ tz
l + 6z2 - 5z3 - 2z4 - 7zS + 6z6 - z7 + 2za + 12KJ

where K is the assigned value of $1 plus the assigned value of $2-



The variances of the parameters are given by:

V(A) = V(B) = 

V (L
) = IT cr

w~erecr~ is the within process variance whose least squares estimate is
glVen by:

dev
l = 1m -(49z

dev2 = 1m 1 -

dev
3 = 168

dev
4 = m f21z

dev
5 = 11)8 149z

dev
6 = 

-(49z

dev7 = 1m 1-
dev 121z

~. dev. 2i=l 2 =

- 7z
2 - 7z3 + 21 z4 + 49z 5 + 49z6 - 7z7 + 21 Z

+ 87z
2 + 13z3 - 5z4 + 33z 5 - 41 z6 + 53z7 + 35z

+ 13z
2 + 89Z3 + 25z4 - 39Z5 + 37z6 + 57z7 - 7Z

- 5z
2 + 25z3 + 111 z4 - 27z5 + 3z6 - 2327 + 63z

+ 33z
2 - 39z3 - 27z4 + 97z5 + 25z6 + 9z7 + 21 Z

- 41z
2 + 37z3 + 3z4 + 25z5 + 103z6 + 13z7 - 21z

+ 53z
2 + 57z3 - 23z4 + 9z5 + 13z6 + 73z7 - 7Z

+ 35z
2 - 7z3 + 63z4 + .21 z

5 - 21 z6 - 727 + 63z

The pooled within standard deviation for n calibrations WQuld be

l; 

~ 0
i=l W

The following data was taken on two test blocks A and B and two
standard blocks $1 and $2 using the trend el iminating desi"gn oyer a

six month period.



DATA ON FOUR BLOCKS OF Nor~INAL SIZE 0. 500 INCHES

Corrections in Microinches

Observations Run

A - B

55. 51.7

56. 3 55.

56. 0 56.

51.9 55.

52. 0 56.

57 . 0 56.

56. 1 56.

56. 2 52.

53 . 0 50. 0

54. 0 53.

63. 2 54.

50. 63.

50. 2 54.

54. 8 53.

53. 8 63.

63. 0 50.

54. 51.1

52. 1 54.

51':2 52.

51. 1 52.

51.2 52.

52. 7 54.

54. 7 52.

52. 1 51.

56. 0 54.

55. 0 56.

54. 8 55.

52. 2 54.

52. 0 55.

55. 0 55.

55. 0 53.

53. 8 52.

53. 9 50.

52. 0 53.

55. 7 51.

50. 8 56.

51.0 51.4

51. 7 54.

54. 7 54.

56. 51.8

52. 8 51.

55. 3 53.

51.1 55.

52. 2 51.

50. 3 55.

56. 0 53.

53. 1 51.

52. 0 50.



The least squares estimates the parameters are fo 11 ows:

Run

54. 54. 407

51.35 52. 18 283

55. 51. 930

63 . 45 54. 98 537

52. 54 53. 525

51. 56. 729

If thi s group of measurements is the basis for the starting values
in a measurement assurance program, then the value of the control

c = $1 - 52 would be the aver.age 3. 11; the pooled within standard
deviation would be i; = 0. 606 and the total sta~dard deviation~96.
Note; TAt!) J'"U-tPQII?t/ k /.5' fh~ q~.s

'3l'tekl . a-
va..ll4.e. er

$, r 
II.4.E the a.~ '.!Jt1t'cI 

vt(.lue
0.(' $'

2. . 
XVI #Ie exQ.W1ple.. / I( G S' 3.

2. g. 
fL 

;~.



APPENDIX B

Interferometric Block Comparator No Standards, One or More
Measurements on UriKrtOwns One Set of Control Blocks

B . 1. 1 The Measurement Process

Test blocks can be measured directly in terms of light wavelengths.
This can be done with fringe counting interferometric comparators, or
static interferometers of the Kosters or Fizeau types. In most
processes duplicate measurements are made; Unless the second set of
measurements are separated far enough in time to be statistically
independent, the differences should not be used in setting bounds for
the process random error.

The random errors associated with the process are of two kinds: those
arising from repetitions in the short term (a few minutes) and those
involving long-term differences (day to day, week to week, etc.

). 

The
random error appropriate for regular calibration is that associated
with the repeated measurement of a control block over a sufficiently
long time period to insure that all factors affecting variability have
a chance to use their influence. The amount of variation in the
measurement process i s usually ength dependent because of temperature
effects on the blocks and bec.ause of ambient air conditions affecting
the wavelength. For this reason and for convenience of working group
size, the usual set of blocks (80 or so blocks in the 0. 050 to 4 in.
range) shoul d be treated as a number of subsets of up to 20 blocks
each. At NBS the six groups' 1 isted below are used:

Group

III

Nominal Length
Inches)

050 to 0. 09375
O. 100 to O. 1 07

108 to 0. 126
127 to 0. 146
147 to 0. 500
550 to 4. 000

- -

Approximate
No. of Blocks

Redundancy is introduced into the system by repeatedly incl uding a
control block in the measureme.nt procedure. The control set should be
made up of at least one block from each group with more blocks of the
larger sizes. A suggested set of control blocks is:



III

Nomina 1 Si 

(Inches)

O. 1

125
O. 140

25, 0.
75,

No. of
Contro 1 Blocks

Group

One would expe.ct the same variabi1i~y' for all control blocks in a
group so that the standard deviations* computed for each of the
control blocks in a group could be combined into one overall standard
deviation for the group. If sl' . . sk are the standard deviations
for the k blocks in a group with degrees of freedom vl' . vk
respectively, then

S' + ... + v

l . + ... + v
s . d. (group) =

Establishing Process Parameters

To determine i ni ti a 1 accepted va lues** for the control s and for the
random .error component, all the blocks in the control set should be
measured by the usual process, say 6 times, with a few days between
repeti ti ons.

From that initial data, an average and a standard deviation should be
computed for each control block. The accepted values for the control
and for the random error component will be the average value for the
block and the standard deviation for the group as indicated above.
These will be the starting accepted values for the process. A portionofa typical worksheet showing starting values for two blocks in a
control set is given in Figure 1 (page 17 ). Examples given in the
following sections are based on these two blocks and their parameters.
All data in the examples is illustrative and is intended only to
exp 1 a i n the methodology.

*The stan ard deviation of a single observation is given by

Erf
s = where

the ri is the difference between each observati on and the average of
n observations. The quantity n- l is called the degrees of freedom
associated with s.
**The term I1value" for a gage block means the deviation from nominal
size (measured length minus nominal length) at 20 



Maintaining Pracess Cantra1

After the pracess parameters have been established, cantra1 is
maintained by checking the cantral value after each calibratian run
against the accepted cantral value. A sample warksheet (see Figure 1)
details haw this is dane .and shaws the apprapriate statistical tests
far determi n i ng whether .or nat the pracess is in cantr.a 1 .

Updating Pracess Parameters

As infarmatian callects an the regularly used cantral blacks, the
accepted values far these blacks shauld he updated. A samplewarksheet shawing haw this is dane is given in Figure 3 (page 20).
The frequency .of updating will depend .on the wark1aad but shauld be
dane after 5 .or 10 values initially and then at intervals dictated by
canvenience (e.g., every 6 manths .or a year).

1.5 Relatianship ta Natianal Standards
It is impartant ta knaw if a pracess praduces values which are
cansistent with the Nati.ona1 standards as maintained by NBS. A
canvenient met had far testing the whale system is affarded by using
twa cali bra ted sets laaned ta the abara tary by NBS (.or twa NBSca 1 i bra ted sets awned by the ahara tary) . These need nat be camp etesets but cauld be small sets cansisting ~f a size distributian 

.ofblacks similar ta the cantral set. If each .of these sets is measuredas a test set in the calibratian pracedure, 
.one will have theindependent check needed ta test far cansistency with NBS. 

The datashau1d be taken by the regular calibratian pracess. 
Twa camplete

calibratians shauld be dane a day .or twa apart.

Labarataries with the capabi ity .of wri ting their awn dacumented test
repart based an their measurements .of the NBS sets are encauraged ta
da sa. In this case NBS will pravide the twa calibrated sets 

.ofblacks, and their current assigned values. 
The table in Figure 4

(page 22) summar i zes the anal ys i s .of the data and shaws whether .or natthere is a significant .offset fram the NBS pracess. If the .offset issignificant, the values far the labaratary reference standards and
their assaciated uncertainties shauld be carrected as shawn in the
suggested "Repart .of Test" farm in Figure B.2. In effect this gives
each labaratarya methad far determining the .offset fram the NBSpracess.

1 . Uncertainty

The uncertainty, +U, assaciated with any test black calibrated by this
pracess, assuming the pracess is in cantral, is given by

U = E +



where E is the affset between the labaratary s pracess and the NBS

pracess (see Figure B. 2), and sG is the accepted graup standard
deviatian far that black size (see Figure 4). Far canvenience ane may

use the maximum uncertainty faund in the graup so. as to. repart a

single uncertainty value far the whale graup.

l . Summary

In sectiansB. 1.3 and B. 1.5 tests are described which determine if the
pracess is in cantral. In the absence af a specific farmat far aut-
af-cantral canditians, it shauld be nated that ance predictability is
last, no. statements shauld be made abo~t the canditian af the pracess.
Until the pracess parameters have been. re-establ ished ar same
satisfactary carrective actian has .been taken, any uncertainty
statements which are issued shauld be designated as provisianal.

Nearly all of the statements made in section 4 (Operating a
Measurement Assurance Program) apply to the interferometri c techni que

as well. If the process is faund to be out-af-cantrol by an F-test or
a t-test, the trouble saurces listed in section 4. 6 are valid, but a
number af other sources need to be added if a length dependent systematic
error is revealed when the NBS reference sets are measured. These
error sources, unique to interferameters, ar.

(1) Air temperature measurement
(2) Barametric pressure measurement
(3) Humidity measurement
(4) Vacuum wavelength af the ight source

(5) Wavelength carrection farmula in which the above parameters are
used

(6) Gage block temperature measurement
(7) Misalignment af the aptical axis with the measurement axis of the

i nterferameter
(8) Offset af the aptical axis fram the measurement axis af the

interferameter (Abbe affset).

A full discussian af an interferametric measurement process and its
errarsaurces is in reference (4 



FIGURE

OBSERVED VALUE CONTROL COMPARED TO ACCEPTED VALUE CONTROL

Va 1 ues in Microinches at

Accepted Accepted
Nominal Interferomete. Value Value Group Limit
Size Ident. Readings Block Control Test* Random Error

(Inches) I L- lls

10000 Test 100020. 20.

..........

10000 Control 100019. 19. 16. 1.34 1.0c..
::s 10010 Test 100114. 14.

(!:I 10020 Test 100218. 18.

147 Test 147019. 19.

:;:..

148 Test 148019. 19.
c.. 150 Test 150017 . 17.::s

150 Control 150018. 18. 16. 1.4(!:I

200 Test 200021. 21.2

*If t ~ 3, process is out of control for that group. Repeat entire group.



FIGURE B.

REPORT OF TEST

Length Calibrations From to Inches
Using

NBS Gage Block Sets and

PARTICIPATING LABORATORY

Duplicate measurements made by the participating laboratory on NBS Gage' Block Setsand made by calibrating each NBS set against a standard set duting a regular
calibration procedure gave the following results at 20 oC (values used are inmicroinches):

Standard Devi ati ons

Group
Accepted SO

:\.

From Test

:\.

Test Combined SO

:\.

III

Conclusions from the F- test:
(a) If F .; F Ol for :\.1 and :\.2 degrees of freedom, the process is in control, and the

standard deviation used in the uncertainty statement is S

(b) If F ~ F Ol for :\.1 and :\.2 degrees of freedom, the process is out of control, and theuncertainty statement is omitted. 
NOTE: Standard devi ati ons s

G' $
and Sc are found in Fi gure 4.



FIGURE B. 2--continued

Offset of Participating Laboratory s Process from NBS

Nominal
Size

From NBS Process From This Test
Ass i gned Values Ca i brated Values

NBSl NBS2 NBSl NBS Offset Test
Uncerta i nty
Test Block

(Inches)
1/21 (N

l +N
)- (W

l +W
) J

Conclusions from t test:

(a) If t '" 3, there is no offset from the NBS process, and the systemati 
c error E is

negligible.
(b) If t .::.3, there is an offset from the NBS process, and the systemati 

c error E shoul 
be added to the random error limit 3s

C to get the uncertainty for any test block.

NOTE: The computati ons of the F and t stati sti cs are found in Fi gure 4.



Errata to accompany NBS Monograph 163

Measurement Assurance for Gage Blocks
by Carroll Croarkin , John Beers and Clyde Tucker

Page 19 - Column marked "t Test*" - Change value 1. 7 to 1. 4

Page 29 - Last paragraph - Line 4 should read "current assigned values
and associated uncertainties.

Page 45 - Column marked "Group Within
The formula should be

" - Radical sign is missing.

Page 63 - Credit at bottom of page should read

, - "

Reprinted with permission
from Biometrika Tables for Statisticians , E. S. Pearson and H. O. Hartley,editors , Vol. 1 , p. 161 , The University Press , Cambridge (1956).
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